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1. Introduction

In this paper we examine how likely 5 different types of gamblers are to be asked for the
Enhanced Financial Risk Checks (EFRCs) outlined in the Government White Paper.

The white paper suggested that operators are required to ask customers for EFRCs if they
lose £1,000 in a day or £2,000 over a rolling 90 day period.

We use simulation modelling to examine the losses and likelihood of EFRCs being imposed
on Owners, Form Students, Racing Enthusiasts, Accumulator Punters and Roulette Players.

We found that gamblers who prefer to bet in a well-considered manner, less often on lower
margin products with higher stakes were far more likely to be asked for EFRCs than
gamblers who bet more frequently with lower stakes. We also found that the gamblers who
bet more frequently with lower stakes were more likely to sustain bigger losses over a longer
period.

2. The Proposals in the Gambling White Paper and Gambling
Commission Consultation

The Department for Culture, Media and Sport published its White Paper ‘High Stakes:
Gambling Reform for the Digital Age’ in April 2023.1

The paper stated that they wanted ‘obligations on operators to conduct checks to understand
if a customer’s gambling is likely to be unaffordable and harmful.’

The proposal was for two types of ‘financial risk’ checks:
1. Background checks for a loss of £125 in a month or £500 in a year. They would

check for financial vulnerabilities such as CCJs.
2. Enhanced checks at £1,000 net loss in a day (‘binge gambling’) or £2000 net loss

over 90 days (‘sustained losses over time’).
The values are halved for customers aged 18 to 24.

The paper made several further comments:
1. The enhanced checks would only affect 3% of online gambling accounts.
2. Intention for checks to be frictionless through open banking and/or credit reference

agencies.
3. Further information should only be requested as a last resort.
4. Where there are serious concerns operators should share information.
5. ‘..it is not the intent that government or the Gambling Commission should set a

blanket rule on how much of their income adults should be able to spend on
gambling.’

1 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/high-stakes-gambling-reform-for-the-digital-age
accessed 16th August 2023
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The Gambling Commission published its consultation document containing the financial risk
checks in July 2023.2

The background credit checks proposed are the same as the White Paper for £500 a year or
£125 in a month losses.

For ‘binge gambling’ additional detail was added that a positive net position for the last 7
days could be taken into account. This means that if a gambler is on a good run in the last
week they can gamble beyond the £1,000 loss limit for a day without checks. But beyond the
7 days previous wins are excluded from calculations. These checks would need to be
repeated in six months if the £1,000 daily threshold is reached again.

The ‘sustained losses over time’ checks are required if £2,000 is lost in a rolling 90 day
period. These checks would also need to be repeated in six months if the £2,000 90 day
threshold is reached again.

For the £1,000 and £2,000 checks, lifetime position of the account may not be taken into
account or winnings from another operator when deciding to do a check.

Bets staked only contribute to the checks once they are settled as a loser.

The proposals state for £1,000 and £20,00 checks licensees must obtain credit performance
data and; income and expenditure, including current account turnover data. Using this
information and other information they know about the client they must manually make a
decision to take proportionate action if risk is identified. The long term position of the account
can be taken into account at this stage.

The Gambling Commission estimated 3.2% of betting accounts (1,000,000 accounts) would
need an enhanced assessment for the £2,000 losses in 90 days. They also stated 2% of
accounts would need to be assessed for 1 day losses of £1,000. It is important to note that
many of the same accounts are going to cross both thresholds.

3. Different Types of Gamblers For Modelling

Five different types of gamblers were chosen to test if and when they would be subject to
Enhanced Financial Risk Checks (EFRC).
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https://consult.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/author/summer_2003_consultation_lccp_rts_regpanels/su
pporting_documents/Print%20Survey%20%20The%20Gambling%20Commission%20%20Citizen%20
Space.pdf accessed 17th August 2023
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Table 1 - Parameters for Each Gambler Type Simulated

Bet Frequency Stake Per Bet Odds Each Bet Operator Margin

Owner Twice a year £1,000 5/1 5.0%

Form Student 26 times a year £500 Evens 2.0%

Racing Enthusiast Twice a day £25 8/1 10.0%

Acca Punter Twice a day £10 10,000/1 40.0%

Roulette Player 500 times a day £1 Evens 2.7%

Table 1 summarises each type of gambler.

Gambler 1 is a racehorse owner. He likes to bet £1,000 on his own horses twice a year at
5/1.

Gambler 2 is a serious form student. She is extremely selective with her selections betting
£500 once every 2 weeks with a win single on an even money shot.

Gambler 3 is a racing enthusiast. He likes to place two win single bets a day of £25 on his
best selections. They are always priced at 8/1.

Gambler 4 loves to bet on racing accumulators dreaming of a big win. Every day she bets
£10 on two 4 horse accumulators. The accas are priced at 10,000/1.

Gambler 5 enjoys playing roulette. Everyday he bets £1 on 500 spins on red at even money.

4. The Simulation Model

The five customer types were run through simulation code. Each cohort was given 10,000
‘customers accounts’ running the simulation 10,000 times. Each simulation run was for a
fixed amount of time. We tested for 6 months, 1 year, 2 years, 3 years and 5 years. Every
bet was simulated using a random number to determine the outcome. Results were stored
for each worst single day (to check if £1,000 was lost) and rolling for every 90 days (to check
if £2,000 was lost). The code for the simulation is in the Appendix.3

5. Results Summary

Table 2 - Average Profit and Chance of Being asking for EFRC by Gambler Type

Average Loss 1 Year Percentage Chance of EFRC 1 Year Percentage Chance of EFRC 3 Years

Owner -£131 97.6% 100.0%

Form Student -£256 66.3% 97.0%

Racing Enthusiast -£1,789 47.0% 88.8%

Acca Punter -£2,690 0.0% 0.0%

Roulette Player -£4,920 0.4% 1.2%

3 Code is in the Appendix. For more results and explanation please email:
chrisgamblingreform@gmail.com
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The owners have the lowest annual average annual loss of £131. 98% of these owners will
have been asked for an EFRC within the first year. This is due to the request to have a
£1,000 bet and that being regarded as binge gambling if the bet loses.

The Form Student has an average loss of £256 and a 66% chance of being asked for an
EFRC in year 1 up to 97% by the end of year 3. The Racing Enthusiast placing 2 £25 win
singles a day is next with an 89% chance of being asked for an EFRC within 3 years.

The Acca Punter and Roulette Player have the biggest average losses. They are also both
extremely unlikely to be asked for an EFRC. The Acca Punter only stakes £20 a day (£1,800
in 90 days) keeping her under the £2,000 threshold at all times meaning no EFRC requests.
The Roulette Player stakes £500 a day (£18,000 in 90 days) but bets with high frequency
and low average stakes keeping his betting variance over 90 days very low. It is just steady
losses for him through time resulting in an average loss of £4,920 over the year.

6. Detailed Results Analysis

6.1. Gambler 1 - Owner

The owner places a £1,000 bet on one of his own horses at 5/1 every 183 days. We have
assumed the margin in favour of the betting operator on those bets is 5%.

Table 3 - Owner Average Loss and Chance of EFRC Through Time

6 Months 1 Year 2 Years 3 Years 5 Years

Average Loss -£58 -£131 -£213 -£362 -£512

Percentage Chance EFRC Daily Loss >=£1000 84.3% 97.6% 99.9% 100.0% 100.0%

Percentage Chance EFRC 90 Day Loss >=£2000 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Table 3 shows that in the simulation 100% of owners were asked for an EFRC by year 3.
This is because as soon as the owner loses a bet he is required to do an EFRC. It is only a
matter of time before that happens. The owner never places more than £1,000 over a rolling
90 day period so has no chance of being required to do the £2,000 checks.

Table 4 shows the split between winning and losing owners in the 10,000 sample. The top
5% of accounts by profitability won an average of £15,860 over 5 years. The worst 15% of
accounts lost £10,000. They lost every bet of 2 bets of £1000 a year for 5 years.

In Year 1 only 15% of owners made a profit and by Year 5 five this metric was up to 45%.
This shows how mean reversion impacts high stakes low volume gambling through the
randomness of results.
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Table 4 - Owners Average Win By Win Percentage Through Time

Accounts Total Win Percent 6 months 1 year 2 years 3 years 5 years

5% £5,000 £6,928 £9,764 £9,764 £15,860

10% £5,000 £4,000 £8,000 £8,000 £9,368

15% £5,000 £4,000 £4,136 £4,136 £8,000

20% -£160 £4,000 £2,000 £2,000 £8,000

25% -£1,000 £4,000 £2,000 £2,000 £2,084

30% -£1,000 £2,452 £2,000 £2,000 £2,000

35% -£1,000 -£2,000 £2,000 £2,000 £2,000

40% -£1,000 -£2,000 £2,000 £2,000 £2,000

45% -£1,000 -£2,000 £2,000 £2,000 £2,000

50% -£1,000 -£2,000 £1,844 £1,844 -£16

55% -£1,000 -£2,000 -£4,000 -£4,000 -£4,000

60% -£1,000 -£2,000 -£4,000 -£4,000 -£4,000

65% -£1,000 -£2,000 -£4,000 -£4,000 -£4,000

70% -£1,000 -£2,000 -£4,000 -£4,000 -£4,000

75% -£1,000 -£2,000 -£4,000 -£4,000 -£4,000

80% -£1,000 -£2,000 -£4,000 -£4,000 -£4,000

85% -£1,000 -£2,000 -£4,000 -£4,000 -£7,540

90% -£1,000 -£2,000 -£4,000 -£4,000 -£10,000

95% -£1,000 -£2,000 -£4,000 -£4,000 -£10,000

100% -£1,000 -£2,000 -£4,000 -£4,000 -£10,000

6.2. Gambler 2 - Form Student

The Form Student places a £500 bet on a well studied selection at even money every 14
days. We have assumed the margin in favour of the betting operator on those bets 2%. It is
lower than the owner because the form student has more skill in her selections and the
operator margin is generally lower for short price picks.

Table 5 - Form Student Average Loss and Chance of EFRC Through Time

6 Months 1 Year 2 Years 3 Years 5 Years

Average Loss -£130 -£256 -£498 -£762 -£1,299

Percentage Chance EFRC Daily Loss >=£1000 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Percentage Chance EFRC 90 Day Loss >=£2000 37.6% 66.3% 89.6% 97.0% 99.7%

Table 5 shows that in the simulation 97% of form students were asked for an EFRC by year
3. The average loss was around £250 a year.
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Table 6 - Form Student Average Win By Win Percentage Through Time

Accounts Total Win
Percent 6 months 1 year 2 years 3 years 5 years

5% £3,424 £5,174 £7,096 £8,370 £10,464

10% £2,500 £3,524 £4,842 £5,736 £7,062

15% £1,884 £2,582 £3,728 £4,388 £5,358

20% £1,500 £2,406 £2,916 £3,500 £4,220

25% £1,500 £1,500 £2,442 £2,570 £3,122

30% £818 £1,500 £1,500 £1,906 £2,202

35% £500 £790 £1,250 £1,388 £1,444

40% £500 £500 £500 £500 £500

45% £500 £500 £448 £20 -£354

50% -£78 -£424 -£500 -£500 -£1,014

55% -£500 -£500 -£500 -£1,168 -£1,580

60% -£500 -£500 -£1,486 -£1,500 -£2,500

65% -£500 -£1,238 -£1,500 -£2,398 -£3,184

70% -£740 -£1,500 -£2,434 -£2,694 -£3,890

75% -£1,500 -£1,526 -£2,534 -£3,500 -£4,702

80% -£1,500 -£2,500 -£3,500 -£4,206 -£5,600

85% -£1,500 -£2,500 -£3,882 -£4,984 -£6,736

90% -£2,492 -£3,334 -£4,658 -£5,868 -£7,994

95% -£2,592 -£3,970 -£5,810 -£7,072 -£9,718

100% -£3,820 -£5,598 -£7,882 -£9,736 -£13,084

Table 6 shows the split between winning and losing form students in the 10,000 sample. The
top 5% of accounts by profitability won an average of £10,464 over 5 years. The worst 5% of
accounts lost £13,084 in 5 years. 45% of accounts had made a profit in the first 3 years yet
90% of accounts had been asked to do an EFRC in that time.

Chart 1 - Example of Form Student Rolling Profit and Loss Over 3 Years

Chart 1 shows an example of a simulated form student. The blue line is the cumulative profit
and loss. The orange line represents the rolling 90 day profit and loss. Despite always being
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in profit the form student would be asked for EFRC checks at 409 days and 802 days due to
a random bad run of results. At both points she was over £1,500 in profit overall.

6.3. Gambler 3 - Racing Enthusiast

The Racing Enthusiast places £25 bets on his two best selections of the day at 8/1. We have
assumed the margin in favour of the betting operator on those bets of 10%.

Table 7 - Racing Enthusiast Average Loss and Chance of EFRC Through Time

6 Months 1 Year 2 Years 3 Years 5 Years

Average Loss -£899 -£1,789 -£3,662 -£5,529 -£9,080

Percentage Chance EFRC Daily Loss >=£1000 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Percentage Chance EFRC 90 Day Loss >=£2000 23.3% 47.0% 76.4% 88.8% 97.7%

Table 7 shows that in the simulation 76% of racing enthusiasts were asked for an EFRC by
year 3. The average loss was around £1,800 a year or £5 a day.

Table 8 shows the split between winning and losing racing enthusiasts in the 10,000
sample. The top 25% of accounts by profitability won in the first 6 months. But after 5 years
all of the accounts had lost money ranging from between £508 and £17,288.

Table 8 - Racing Enthusiast Average Win By Win Percentage Through Time

Accounts Total Win Percent 6 months 1 year 2 years 3 years 5 years

5% £1,823 £2,046 £1,731 £1,063 -£508

10% £976 £871 £132 -£930 -£2,988

15% £620 £316 -£692 -£1,853 -£4,347

20% £299 -£114 -£1,253 -£2,571 -£5,342

25% £82 -£416 -£1,730 -£3,176 -£6,069

30% -£121 -£747 -£2,144 -£3,663 -£6,700

35% -£325 -£1,008 -£2,483 -£4,154 -£7,267

40% -£540 -£1,238 -£2,845 -£4,586 -£7,793

45% -£698 -£1,462 -£3,176 -£4,989 -£8,340

50% -£828 -£1,693 -£3,530 -£5,363 -£8,882

55% -£1,000 -£1,942 -£3,828 -£5,748 -£9,377

60% -£1,196 -£2,165 -£4,186 -£6,154 -£9,907

65% -£1,330 -£2,411 -£4,512 -£6,537 -£10,448

70% -£1,489 -£2,647 -£4,872 -£6,973 -£10,982

75% -£1,675 -£2,890 -£5,232 -£7,443 -£11,560

80% -£1,887 -£3,159 -£5,656 -£7,900 -£12,200

85% -£2,106 -£3,481 -£6,117 -£8,436 -£12,938

90% -£2,401 -£3,843 -£6,623 -£9,145 -£13,779

95% -£2,724 -£4,368 -£7,359 -£10,062 -£14,894

100% -£3,463 -£5,434 -£8,875 -£11,967 -£17,288
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Chart 2 - Example of Racing Enthusiast Rolling Profit and Loss Over 3 Years

Chart 2 shows an example of a simulated racing enthusiast. The blue line is the cumulative
profit and loss. The orange line represents the rolling 90 day profit and loss. Despite losing
steadily since day number 400 it was not until the gambler was almost £5,000 down that the
EFRC was requested for losing £2,000 over a 90 day period.

6.4. Gambler 4 - Acca Punter

The Acca Punter places £10 bets on two 4 horse accumulators everyday. The total odds for
each accumulator is 10,000/1. We have assumed the margin in favour of the betting
operator on those bets of 40%.

Table 9 - Acca Punter Average Loss and Chance of EFRC Through Time

6 Months 1 Year 2 Years 3 Years 5 Years

Average Loss -£1,490 -£2,690 -£5,700 -£9,160 -£14,490

Percentage Chance EFRC Daily Loss >=£1000 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Percentage Chance EFRC 90 Day Loss >=£2000 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Table 9 shows that the Acca Punter was never asked for an EFRC. This is because she
always bet £20 a day. This means a total maximum loss over 90 days of £1,800 which is
under the threshold for EFRCs. She lost on average £2,690 a year.

Table 10 shows the split between winning and losing racing enthusiasts in the 10,000
sample. The top 5% of accounts by profitability won in the 1st year rising to 20% in the 5th
year as more of the sample won a 10,000/1 acca bet. 95% of accounts lost £7,300 in the first
year with no EFRC checks.
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Table 10 - Acca Punter Average Win By Win Percentage Through Time

Accounts Total Win Percent 6 months 1 year 2 years 3 years 5 years

5% £39,360 £84,900 £94,400 £95,700 £107,700

10% -£3,640 -£7,300 £54,400 £78,100 £63,500

15% -£3,640 -£7,300 -£14,600 £15,300 £63,500

20% -£3,640 -£7,300 -£14,600 -£21,900 £59,500

25% -£3,640 -£7,300 -£14,600 -£21,900 -£36,500

30% -£3,640 -£7,300 -£14,600 -£21,900 -£36,500

35% -£3,640 -£7,300 -£14,600 -£21,900 -£36,500

40% -£3,640 -£7,300 -£14,600 -£21,900 -£36,500

45% -£3,640 -£7,300 -£14,600 -£21,900 -£36,500

50% -£3,640 -£7,300 -£14,600 -£21,900 -£36,500

55% -£3,640 -£7,300 -£14,600 -£21,900 -£36,500

60% -£3,640 -£7,300 -£14,600 -£21,900 -£36,500

65% -£3,640 -£7,300 -£14,600 -£21,900 -£36,500

70% -£3,640 -£7,300 -£14,600 -£21,900 -£36,500

75% -£3,640 -£7,300 -£14,600 -£21,900 -£36,500

80% -£3,640 -£7,300 -£14,600 -£21,900 -£36,500

85% -£3,640 -£7,300 -£14,600 -£21,900 -£36,500

90% -£3,640 -£7,300 -£14,600 -£21,900 -£36,500

95% -£3,640 -£7,300 -£14,600 -£21,900 -£36,500

100% -£3,640 -£7,300 -£14,600 -£21,900 -£36,500

Chart 3 shows an example of a simulated Acca Punter. She lost £20 a day for 3 years, never
winning the 10,000/1 accumulator. The orange line shows the rolling 90 day total always on
a £1800 loss.

Chart 3 - Example of Acca Punter Rolling Profit and Loss Over 3 Years
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6.5. Gambler 5 - Roulette Player

The Roulette Player places £1 bets on red 500 times a day. The odds to win each spin at
even money with a 2.7% house margin.

Table 11 - Roulette Player Average Loss and Chance of EFRC Through Time

6 Months 1 Year 2 Years 3 Years 5 Years

Average Loss -£2,457 -£4,920 -£9,855 -£14,775 -£24,635

Percentage Chance EFRC Daily Loss >=£1000 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Percentage Chance EFRC 90 Day Loss >=£2000 0.2% 0.4% 0.8% 1.2% 2.1%

Table 11 shows that the roulette player lost an average of around £5,000 a year. The
percentage of players asked for EFRCs was extremely low starting at 0.4% in Year 1 up to
2.1% after 5 years.

Table 12 shows that even the top 5% of roulette players lost. The range in the first year was
between £4,055 and £5,801.

Table 12 - Roulette Player Average Win By Win Percentage Through Time

Accounts Total Win
Percent 6 months 1 year 2 years 3 years 5 years

5% -£1,842 -£4,055 -£8,605 -£13,264 -£22,697

10% -£2,029 -£4,307 -£8,979 -£13,711 -£23,257

15% -£2,116 -£4,429 -£9,160 -£13,932 -£23,540

20% -£2,181 -£4,516 -£9,288 -£14,096 -£23,743

25% -£2,233 -£4,591 -£9,400 -£14,223 -£23,913

30% -£2,277 -£4,659 -£9,498 -£14,342 -£24,065

35% -£2,319 -£4,718 -£9,586 -£14,444 -£24,200

40% -£2,361 -£4,775 -£9,668 -£14,537 -£24,327

45% -£2,398 -£4,830 -£9,745 -£14,631 -£24,447

50% -£2,433 -£4,884 -£9,819 -£14,726 -£24,569

55% -£2,473 -£4,938 -£9,896 -£14,818 -£24,691

60% -£2,512 -£4,995 -£9,966 -£14,908 -£24,806

65% -£2,551 -£5,053 -£10,040 -£15,004 -£24,932

70% -£2,589 -£5,112 -£10,121 -£15,100 -£25,069

75% -£2,635 -£5,178 -£10,210 -£15,210 -£25,207

80% -£2,685 -£5,248 -£10,308 -£15,331 -£25,356

85% -£2,737 -£5,328 -£10,423 -£15,469 -£25,534

90% -£2,802 -£5,425 -£10,556 -£15,627 -£25,744

95% -£2,893 -£5,547 -£10,735 -£15,847 -£26,012

100% -£3,076 -£5,801 -£11,100 -£16,289 -£26,582
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Chart 4 - Example of Roulette Player Rolling Profit and Loss Over 3 Years

Chart 4 shows an example of a simulated Roulette Player. The orange line always remains
above the £2,000 loss line despite £500 a day being bet on roulette. The losses are
consistent due to the high number of low stake/low margin bets being placed.

7. Conclusion

The simulation models used in this paper have shown that proposed EFRCs on losses of
£1,000 daily or £2,000 over 90 days are not fit their intended purpose.

They would require the occasional gambler who wishes to have a large stake,
well-considered bet to be checked whilst leaving lower staking more risky gamblers to bet
freely.

A gambler playing roulette staking £500 a day is extremely unlikely to ever get requested for
an EFRC whereas a horse racing gambler betting £500 in a well-considered win single every
2 weeks has a 97% chance of being checked within 3 years. The roulette gambler would
incur average losses of £4,920 a year whereas the racing gambler’s losses would average
just £256.

The roulette player could incur these losses undetected on up to 100 licenced British
websites potentially racking up hundreds of thousands of losses a year. Conversely, the
more considered gambler would eventually be shut down by all operators if he or she
refused to provide information for EFRCs.
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Appendix - Code

python3 - for more details email: chrisgamblingreform@gmail.com

import random

def runSim(odds, margin, noBetsInPeriod, betEveryHowManyDays, stakePerBet, winChance, days):
listYearPL = []
listWorst90 = []
listWorstDay = []
noAccounts = 10000
for ac in range(noAccounts):
dayToRun = days1
day = 1
rollingList = []
for i in range(dayToRun):
if day == 1:
dayWin = 0
for k in range(noBetsInPeriod):
if random.random()<winChance:
won = 1

else:
won = 0

dayWin += (won*odds*stakePerBet)-stakePerBet
rollingList.append(dayWin)
if day==betEveryHowManyDays:
day = 1

else:
day += 1

elif day==betEveryHowManyDays:
day = 1
rollingList.append(0)

else:
day += 1
rollingList.append(0)

list90 = []
for i in range(len(rollingList)):
if i <90:
list90.append(sum(rollingList[0:i]))

else:
list90.append(sum(rollingList[i-90:i]))

worst90 = min(list90)
totalLoss = sum(rollingList)
worstDay = min(rollingList)
listYearPL.append(totalLoss)
listWorst90.append(worst90)
listWorstDay.append(worstDay)

return listYearPL, listWorst90, listWorstDay

## set days for simulation to run
days = 182

## customer 1 racehorse owner
odds = 6
margin = 0.05
noBetsInPeriod = 1
betEveryHowManyDays = 183
stakePerBet = 1000
winChance = ((1-margin)/odds)
print ('running customer 1....')
res1 = runSim(odds, margin, noBetsInPeriod, betEveryHowManyDays, stakePerBet, winChance, days)

###### Customer 2 form student
odds = 2
margin = 0.02
noBetsInPeriod = 1
betEveryHowManyDays = 14
stakePerBet = 500
winChance = ((1-margin)/odds)
print ('running customer 2....')
res2 = runSim(odds, margin, noBetsInPeriod, betEveryHowManyDays, stakePerBet, winChance, days)
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#### customer 3 racing enthusiast
odds = 9
margin = 0.10
noBetsInPeriod = 2
betEveryHowManyDays = 1
stakePerBet = 25
winChance = ((1-margin)/odds)
print ('running customer 3....')
res3 = runSim(odds, margin, noBetsInPeriod, betEveryHowManyDays, stakePerBet, winChance, days)

###### customer 4 acca punter
odds = 10001
margin = 0.4
noBetsInPeriod = 2
betEveryHowManyDays = 1
stakePerBet = 10
winChance = ((1-margin)/odds)
print ('running customer 4....')
res4 = runSim(odds, margin, noBetsInPeriod, betEveryHowManyDays, stakePerBet, winChance, days)

###### customer 5 roulette
odds = 2
margin = 0.027
noBetsInPeriod = 500
betEveryHowManyDays = 1
stakePerBet = 1
winChance = ((1-margin)/odds)
print ('running customer 5....')
res5 = runSim(odds, margin, noBetsInPeriod, betEveryHowManyDays, stakePerBet, winChance, days)
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